Order of Exercises

Greetings from the Dean
Lance Fortnow
Dean, College of Computing

Department Chair Speech
Chun Liu
Chair, Department of Applied Mathematics

Faculty Remarks
Igor Cialenco
Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Applied Mathematics

Michael Pelsmajer
Associate Chair and Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department of Applied Mathematics

Presentation of the Degree Candidates in the Department of Applied Mathematics

Congratulations to all of the Department of Applied Mathematics graduates!
Department of Applied Mathematics
Degree Candidates

Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Mathematics
Yue Cao
Ziteng Cheng
Kan Zhang

Doctor of Philosophy in Science Education
Juan Paulo Jimenez Pavez
Robert Salvatore Martino
Kelly Marie Shepard

Master of Science in Applied Mathematics
Yuanting Chen
William Jacob Mcclure
Ryan James Pries
Shuntian Xue

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics
Asad Ali
Kessen M. Barrett §§
Chinemelum Hillary Chibuko
Broderick Henry Croonquist
Xu Deng
Jelena Mojsilovic §
Ryan James Pries §§§
William D. Roller §§§
Yiwei Shi
Aleksei Gregory Sorokin §§§
Weston Daniel Sterchi §§§

Special Honors Key:
† = Honors | § = cum laude | §§ = magna cum laude | §§§ = summa cum laude
This program lists the names of expected degree candidates and honor recipients, which will be officially awarded only upon verification that all relevant requirements have been met. Due to COVID-19 related constraints, verification is expected to be completed on or before Saturday, May 22, 2021.